C .6-4 C .6.6 Laser File ..................................................................... ..................................................... The primary method for visualizing computational electromagnetic (CEM) analysis data is to plot in 2 or 3 dimensions the radiation patterns generated. During this effort a new method of viewing the data was devised and implemented in GEMACS and GAUGE. GEMACS calculates the path the EM radiation will follow from a source to a requested field point. For this effort this path information was written off to an auxiliary file. This data is then displayed on the geometry via the CAD program GAUGE. This method of displaying path information on geometry has been used successfully in the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) field and shows great promise for CEM.
The syntax of the ray path command in GEMACS is given as follows:
RAYPTH [ON][OFF] LU-unit# where: unit# > NUMFIL
The RAYPTH ON and OFF commands must bracket the GEMACS EFIELD command(s) for which the user wants ray paths generated. That is the RAYPATH ON command must be placed before the EFIELD command(s) and the RAYPATH OFF command must be placed after the EFIELD command(s).
The remainder of this section will describe how to use the ray path plotting capabilities of GAUGE. The figures in this section are screen snapshots taken in standard VGA mode. The normal screen background is black but it has been changed from black to white for this document When the Ray Plots option is chosen from the post processor menu, the RAY PLOTTING menu shown below is displayed. It should be noted that a geometry must be read before access to the RAY PLOTTING menu is granted. All of the ray path reading, plotting and labeling is performed from this menu. Selecting the Read Ray Data item from the Ray Plotting menu brings up a standard GAUGEGP file selection menu utilized to browse for ray path data files (The ray path filenames should be of the form *.RAY). After a ray path data file has been selected and the ACCEPT (F9) item has been selected, the data is read into a GAUGEGP data structure for subsequent plotting on the screen. The Read Rays menu is shown in the following figure. 
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The format of the ray path data file that is generated is given in the following figure. The data file consists of the set of ray paths that were generated by a combination of the GEMACS RAYPTH and EFIELD commands. Each ray path set of data points is preceded by a control fine. The NumRays entry on the control line gives how many ray segments make up the total ray path. The next value, mag, is the magnitude of the ray path. The Source Switch and Field Switch values tell whether the ray path source and field points are in the near field (1) or the far field (0) with respect to the global origin. The near field (x, y, z)-tuple are actual cartesian coordinates of the end of the ray segment whereas the far field (x, y, z)-tuple is the unit direction vector for that location. In the case of a far field Field Switch a unit the last (x, y, z)-tuple in the fist represents a pointing direction from the previous (x, y, z)-tuple. For a far field source switch the first (x, y, z)-tuple is a unit vector pointing to the next (x, y, z)-tuple in the list. The switches only apply to the first (source switch) and last (field switch) (x, y, z)-tuples in the ray path. The last line of the data file is a control line with a -1 as the number of path segments. Complete listings of the GTD Plate model of a cube and its associated ray path data file are shown below. 1.00 1.00 3.53553E.00 0.000001.00 3.53553E+00
1.000001.00 1.000001.00 -1.000001400 1.000001.00 1.00000l'00 *1.OOOOOEe00 5.000001.00 0.000001.00 -2.18557E-07 2 4.6291230E-02 1.00 1.00 3.53553E+00 0.000001.00 3.53553E.00
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C.4.5.1.2 Draw Rays
The Draw Rays menu item toggles the actual drawing of the ray paths in the GAUGEGP drawing windows. The following figure shows a plot of the ray paths bouncing off of a simple plate model of a cube. Number Rays
The actual ray paths in the data file do not have an identification number, but for the GAUGE ray tracing process they are numbered based on the order they were read from the data file. The Number Rays menu item places the id number on each segment of the ray paths that are plotted as shown in the following figure. Ray Plotting Options
The Plot Options menu item brings up a submenu that provides three different methods for plotting a subset of the ray paths. The following figure shows the RAY SHOW menu. Once a set of rays has been selected, then the user has the option to show only those rays, no-show only those rays, adding those rays to show or adding those rays to the no-show similar to the geometry show/no-show capability of GAUGEGP. A separate RAY SHOW MODE menu shown in Figure  C .4.18 will be displayed after the ray path selection(s) has been made. 
Number of Bounces
The second selection method is by the number of bounces in a ray path. The num Bounce method is shown in the following menu. Direct rays, from the source point(s) to the field point(s), are selected by the top toggle menu item. A carriage return toggles the menu item between OFF and ON. When a number is entered in the lower field only, those rays with that number of bounces will be selected. A zero bounce ray is equivalent to direct rays. The last selection method is by the number of the ray path. The BY PATH NUM menu provides for selecting the ray paths by the order they were read into the database. This menu is shown in Figure C .4.21. Direct rays for a given field pattern are stored first with all higher order rays for that field coming after the direct rays. This menu should be used in conjunction with the numbering of the rays on the screen (see Section C.4.5.1.3) to narrow the selection of ray paths. The menu can accept 3 ranges of path numbers. If a range is left blank or filled with zeros, it is not considered. Both the Num Min and Max entries of the range must be entered correctly to select the ray paths. Only those rays that fall within the number range will be selected. C.4.5.1.5. 4 Restore A ray path data set that has been partitioned by the ray show/no-show option may be restored to the original state of showing all ray paths using this menu item. This option restores all ray paths in memory to show status. C.4.5.1.5.5 Swap A portion of the ray paths that has been assigned the show status may be changed to the no-show status and vice versa. The next pair of figures shows an example of using GEMACS to calculate the scattering from a GTD cylinder. There is one source point and one field point. The left figure shows all the ray paths that were calculated from the source to the field. The right figure shows a top view of the detail on ray paths 3 and 4. These two paths illustrate the ray creeping around the cylinder. Ray path 3 creeps around a small quadrant (<45 degrees), while ray path 4 goes all the way around the cylinder before it detaches and proceeds to the field point.
It is straightforward to verify that ray path 3 only traverses a small quadrant of the cylinder. First, the magnitude of ray path 3 is only slightly less than the magnitude of ray path 2 which has a single bounce off the cylinder. Second, the magnitude of ray path 4 is much less than that of ray path 3, and it can be concluded that ray path 4 traverses the entire geometry in the figure. Third, any waves that traverse more that 27 degrees around the cylinder are excluded by GEMACS because these waves are greatly attenuated.
This ability of the ray path plotting can be used to visualize the coupling between antennas on opposite sides of a fuselage for example. The GEMACS input and ray path listings for the cylinder example are given following Figures rev. 41'94 
